The purpose of this talk is to give a survey of some methods and results concerning veil-distributed sequences. Almost all facts will be known, but some proofs and the chosen point of view may perhaps be interesting.
The prototype of all those results is H. Weyl^ observation that for every irrational number 8 the sequence {n 9} is uniformly distributed mod. 1 .
H. Weyl^ proof -in his time a spectacular event -is now routine matter, due to the fact that his ingenious ideas have meanwhile become standard facts of contemporary analysis. An optimal framework for his ideas -neither too abstract nor too concrete -seems to be harmonic analysis on compact Abelian groups. A sequence y from a compact Abelian group -with countable base is called uniformly distri- Choosing G = T = R/Z , the one-dimensional torus group, which may be visualized as the interval [0,l] (the end points being identified) and x = n9 , we get the special case mentioned in the beginning. I shall give a rather complicated proof of this simple fact which has the advantage that it can be generalized to yield deeper results. Let me begin with a well-known ergodic theorem : assume X is a compact Hansdorff space with countable base, S : X-^-X a continuous map and u a probability measure on X such that u(foS) = u(f) for all f € C(X) . As-.sume further that p. is the only such probability measure. Then n^r By the separability of C(x) there exists a subsequence ( H, ) of the sequence k {U ,} such that U , (f) converges for every f € C(x). Denote this limit by \^(f).
Then obviously
^ is a probability measure on X such that v(f°S)= v(f) .
But by assumption t'his implies ^ =|j , which contradicts ( ^ ) .
H. Wey^s result is a special case of this ergodic theorem. It suffices-to choose X=T , U = X , Sjc = x+Q , and to observe that every S-invariant measure is invariant with respect to all translations and coincides therefore with Haar measure \ .
The same method can be applied to the sequence
in T , where p(x) = a x +...+a^ is a polynomial such that a =9 is irrational. and n = \ , Haar measure on T^ .
Using the mean ergodic theorem it can easily be shown (cf. [5] ) that X is the unique S-invariant probability measure on T^ • Now we have
We get therefore as special case H. Weyl's result, that the sequence {p(n-» is well-distributed mod. 1.
It is interesting to observe that the ideas underlying these proofs can be exten- ,...5 in Q .
Then X too is a compact Hausdorff space with countable base and S is a "o continuous map on X . We shall suppose that w is dense in G . Define now n:
, " > G by n (x } = X-. Then obviously n is continuous. Consider now the func-WQ n ± lions in C(X^ ) of the form f'(a)) = f(TT(uu)), f€ C(G) . These functions form a subalgebra A of C(X ) isomorphic to C(G) (via the map: f->fon ).
Well-distributed sequences idLet ^q(X... ) "be the set of all S-invariant probability measures on X., and let
M(G) be the set of all probability measures on G • Define fr : ^/,(X ) -> M(G) b uu o by (ftp. )(f) =H(f°n)
for all f^C(G) , i.e. let fru be the restriction of |J to A . Then we have the.
THEOREM.
The following conditions are equivalent :
2) Every a) ^ X is uniformly distributed in G .
3) For all f e C;(G)
The proof may be found in [3] • 
{x } , then
The individual ergodic theorem gives at once that almost all w € ft are completely uniformly distributed in G • Now we shall show that a completely uniformly distributed sequence cannot be well-distributed. Therefore almost no sequence is well-di sir ibut ed • Assume (A) is completely uniformly distributed. This implies first of all that X = ^ because {S 11 a) } is then dense in ft . Let U be any probability measure on G , then the product measure II U ,^-n » is an S-in variant probability Assume that a) would be well-distributed, then a fortiori it would be dense in T . Let n, be an increasing sequence such that Q-Qp ... Q x-^ 0 (mod. l).
x -^ 0 , which implies Then also for every fixed h we have Q-'... 
